THE FRANKLYS
Drawn to the raw and engaging indie rock scene emerging
from the UK, Swedish Jen Ahlkvist and Fanny Broberg
packed up themselves and their guitars to came to London
intent on carving out a new vital sound. After crossing paths
with bassist Zoe Biggs and drummer Lexi Clark, The Franklys
were formed with a determination for creating energetic
and powerful garage rock.
Wasting no time, the band threw themselves into relentless
touring, extending their reach across the UK, Europe and
America. After performances at Isle of Wight and Download
festivals, they completed the circuit of O2 venues in the UK
opening up for Airbourne. The Franklys went on to feature
in an Apple Music advert, exclusively aired during The Brit
Awards 2017, and released their debut album ‘Are You
Listening?’ later that same year. The release of their single
‘Castaway’ from the album was described as ‘the best thing
they’ve done to date’ by Steve Lamacq of BBC 6 Music.
The band have built a reputation in
London and beyond as a ‘must see’
live band, combining dark and
heavy riffs with frenetic and
dynamic on stage performances.
2018 saw The Franklys complete
four European tours alongside
various UK dates, and in 2019 they
published their new EP „Framed“.
Website: www.thefranklys.com
Booking Europe: turbo-booking.com/artist/franklys
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REVIEWS
"The Franklys have an instant magnetic
presence – it’s all in from that moment,
we’re all in, fully engaged... Flying high on
their ferocious energy, the gig ends with
enthusiastic applause and all of us chanting
for more. The Franklys prove they’re not to
be missed with a live show that gets all of
our heart beats pumping with DIY love…
We’ll sure be back when they are." Joyzine, live review
“Fun filled garage rock with a pop twist,
The Franklys have a feminine edge which
sets them apart from their more laddish
contemporaries” - Clash
"From the opening track ‘Castaway’ on The
Frankly’s debut album 'Are You Listening'
you are instantly captured by the all-girl
band. The sound is pure garage and has a
great pop feel to it. The 4 members, half
Swedish half British, have a hint of The
Runaways and certainly provide a raw edge
that is present throughout the album… It is
an album I haven’t stopped listening to
since I first turned it on and I’ll certainly be
trying to catch them on their UK tour this
month! 'Are You Listening?' is an
unequivocal triumph.”
- Rocknloadmag.com
“The Franklys come on with a smattering of
Hives gusto” - NME
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